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FEATURE
Kilmer helps regenerate 'The Saint'
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NEW YORK (CNS) - The following are
capsule reviews of movies recently reviewed
b\ the U.S. Catholic Conference Office for
Film and Broadcasting. Each review includes USCC and Motion Picture Association of America ratings.

TheDivwceCuftim by Barbara JOafoe
Whitehead. Alfred A. Knopf (Mew
York, 1997), 224 pp., $24- , W
,
Reviewed by Maiy Kenny ^, ~.^J^C- .• ,^

The Saint
The updated title character of the Leslie
Charteris mysteries of the 1930s is a sly
thief (Val Kilmer) who assumes numerous
identities in trying to save one of his intended victims (Elizabeth Shue) from a
power-mad Russian seeking her revolutionary energy formula. Directed by Philip
Novce, the action story is slickly produced
and provides undemanding escapist entertainment, although the one-dimensional
characters are less than engaging. Some
stvlized violence, implied affairs and an instance of profanity. The USCC classification is A-III — adults. The MPAA rating is
PG-13 — parents are strongly cautioned that
some material may be inappropriate for
children under 13.
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That Old Feeling
Reunited at their daughter's wedding, a
bitterly divorced couple (Bette Midler and
Dennis Farinaf in stable second marriages
impulsively surrender to passion then try
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Paramount Pictures

Simon Templar (Val Kilmer) makes a quick getaway in "The Saint." The actionadventure is slickly produced, but offers only one-dimensional characters.
to evade facing their horrified spouses and
shocked daughter as they ponder what to
do next. Director Carl Reiner lampoons
matrimony in a farcical story tailor-made
for Midler's style. Comic treatment of adultery and instances of profanity and rough
language. The USCC classification is A-IV
— adults, with reservations. The MPAA rating is PG-13 — parents are strongly cautioned that some material may be inappropriate for children under 13.

Turbo: A Power Rangers
Movie

T h e U S C C classification is A-III — adults.

The MPAA rating is R — restricted.
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day almost every, family
has been touched by divorce. LQng-married par-'
%nts find one or more of
their children have divorced., Long-time friends
announce that they are divorcing.
"What's going on here?" many people
ponder. •'»'
.
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Inventing the Abbotts
Contrived romantic melodrama set in a
1950s Midwest town where two poor teenage brothers (Billy Crudup and Joaquin
Phoenix) uncover long-buried family secrets when they start dating three sisters
(Liv Tyler, Jennifer Connelly and Joanna
Going) from the community's wealthiest
family. Directed by Pat O'Connor, the story's melodramatics detract from the bittersweet portrayal of frail, youthful characters coping with a troubled past. A few
discreet bedroom scenes with fleeting nuditv, momentary violence, recurring profanitv and intermittent rough language.'
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Inane action fantasy from the children's
TV series has the teen Power Rangers trying to stop a power-mad Valkyrie (Hilary
Shepard Turner) and a volcano monster
from wreaking havoc on the universe. Directed by David Winning and Shuki Levy,
the result is a choppy mix of formula myth-

iccharacters, derivative situations and martial-arts battles. Special-effects violence and
stylized mayhem. The USCC classification
is A-II—adults and adolescents. The MPAA
rating is PG—parental guidance suggested

The Sixth Man
Lame comic fantasy in which a college
basketball star (Kadeem Hardison) dies in
mid-season but his spirit returns to help his
brother (Marlon Wayans) lead their team
to the championship. Directed by Randall
Miller, the cliched sports story offers no
surprises and the onejoke premise of a
ghostly sixth player seen only by his brother delivers few giggles before growing tiresome. Player's death during^ game, strong
sexual innuendo and coarse language. The
USCC classification is A- III — adults. TheMPAA rating is PG-13 — parents are strong-,.
ly cautioned that some material may be inappropriateforchildren under 13.

Celebrate Your
First Communion
With An Offer
Just For You
Each
I

(Reg. $10)
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Choose your favorite poses & sizes • Any number of people for one session fee
Get An Instant Color Proof Sheet FREE

Plus, Get A FREE Key Ring!
Buy portraits by the sheet in these sizes;
1 sheet = 1-10x13 or 1-8x10 or 2-5x7s or 4-3&5s or 8 Wallets.

hixclusively at Sears Portrait Studio,
Portrait Creations" are a truly unique gift
that everyone loves! Just choose your favorite
three poses with one of our stylized designs
and take one home today! Portrait Creations"
are matted and ready for framing.
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$10.95 session fee not included in portrait sheet purchase. Limit one special
offer per session. Session purchase required for free items. Offer void where
prohibited. Cash value 1/20C. Cannot be combined with other offers. Sears
Card and major credit cards accepted. Coupon good through August 3, 1997.
Check us out on the Internet: http://www.sears-portrait.com
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• Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Back!
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Call today for your Custom Portrait appointment
or walk in anytime.
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in which, s»th effort on the part of both
spouses* love changes but persists and
gro^oweiHtoeyears. Thercis an objiga?
don on the spouses, even in thefece of
hardship, to preserve die marriage bet
cause marital stability andchildivelibV
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and personal happiness of the partners,
Divorceisan individual event defined by
and responsive to the interest of die
spouses. Rather thanbeingascrdal problem, divorce offers the potential for
growth' of the srwuses and thej^tter-;
ment ofchildren, this model of thinking
Today,: Whitehead assertt, political
leaders,, advice givers, even etiquette:
manuals and therapists reflect p6st-revolutionary thinking. Political leaders,
many divorced themselves, agree- that
family values have broken down. liberals
blame, die failure of the government to
support women and children. Conservatives blames welfareiponis.f^ejjther
-side even mentions the rate of divorces
in disunited States, the highest in-the
western world.
v*
Vs. The American Association for: Marriage and Family Therapy»*he rnainprofessional organizationforthat field,iin
1994 gave a major press award to a magazine article arguing that fadiers arenot
necessary in the home." Whitehead's
main point in this book is to explain
when, why and how our thinking about
divorce changed so dramatically.
Whitehead's second objective is to assess the effect of divorce upon children.
Here her book is factual and sobering.
Unlike adult advice on divorce, which focuses on opportunities for decision-making,freedom,and growth, divorce advice
for children deals with sadness, anxiety
and loss. She analyzes specifically and at
length how on any scale of measurement, children areliie victims in divorce.
The sad testimony from children of divorce themselves is particulariy moving.
Admittedly, Whitehead's suggestions
as tohpw to change the thinking about
divor^a^somewhat weak. SheSiiggesIs
that e t o d o ^ a b i g % i l i | ^ « P ;

